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Ye could not think of a good title. Anyway the story is about Luiza (c) Atemulover and Ayame (c) me ^_^
They are best friends but there parents are enemies. (well the dads are lol) Bla bla bla I'm bored just
read it!
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1 - hi

K, I’m going out” Wu said, walking out the door.“OK Mummy” Ayame said. “Bakura, you
listening?” “Yeah, Yeah” “OK” Wu left the house. After Wu left Ayame said to her father “Can I go out
to look for my friends?” “Yeah, sure, whatever” Bakura was thinking how to steal stuff from the
Pharaoh.  “Yay!”Ayame walked out the door. She walked around the market place outside the palace
looking for other children. She saw at last a girl was blonde bangs, red streaks and black hair. “Hi”
Ayame said to the girl. “Hi, I’m Luiza” “I’m Ayame” “Want to come to my home?” “OK” They walked
down to the palace. Ayame said, “You live here?” “Yeah, I get lost in it sometimes” They walked
through the palace doors and saw Eliza the queen. “Hi Mummy!” Luiza yelled. “Hiya sweetheart” “I
brought a friend around” “OK,” “Lets go to my room!” Luiza said pulling Ayame up the stairs.    Luiza’s
room was big and had lots of toys in it.  “Lets play with the ball” said Luiza. She threw the ball to
Ayame, she caught it and threw it back. Ayame didn’t know he own strength and knock Luiza
over. “Sorry” Ayame said helping her up. “It’s OK” Luiza said. “Just try and throw softer” They played
with the ball for a while until Luiza noticed something about Ayame. “Your hair is a mess let me brush
it” “OK”“Does your Mum ever brush it?” “Yes but- OW!!!!” Yelled Ayame as Luiza attacked her head
with a brush. “Hold still!” “You’re pulling my head off!” “Don’t be a drama queen” “OW!” “Does your
mum brush it?” “Yes but- ow! I always mess it up”  “How, it’s like a bird’s nest!” “I play battle tag with
my friends” “What’s that?” “Play fighting” “I don’t have any friends” “Don’t you?” “No, got a
boyfriend though” “I wouldn’t be surprised, you look pretty and your hair is all nice and silky” “Thanks,
your hair would be nice as well if you stopped play boy games” “I like boy games” “Your tom-boy like
aren’t you?” “I guess” “I’m more girly” “I see that” “Hehe” “What’s it like being the
princess?” “Boring- hey I like your necklace” Luiza admired the silver cross around Ayame’s
neck.“Thanks, my Mum gave it to me. She said it was from King Tuckurshirtin. “I had to learn about
him, are you a descendent of him only family can have his stuff” “No, I’m not” “So are your parents
friends with the descendents?” “I don’t know” I’ll write more later. Comments? Questions? Cookies?



2 - bye

“Bakura?” Wu said when she came through the door and looked around. “Yeah” “Where’s Ayame?”
“She went out with her mates I think” “When” “After you went” “I’ve been gone 5 hours” “I know”
Wu whack Bakura round the head with a scroll. “What was that for?” “For being an idiot!” “Grr!” “Help
me find her!” Bakura and Wu went round their village looking for Ayame. They met back up in front of
the palace. “I couldn’t find her” Wu said. “I couldn’t” “Hey is that Ayame in the palace at the
window?” Wu said, pointing up. “Yeah it is” “Ayame!!” Ayame turned around and waved. “Hi!!!”
“Thank god she’s safe”- Bakura?” Bakura was stomping into the palace and up the stairs, Wu ran after
him. “Hi Wu!” Eliza was yelling with the Atemu to standing next to her. “Hiya, how you been?” “Fine I
guess” Ayame and Luiza ran down the stairs. “Hiya Mummy!” Ayame yelled. “Thanks god your safe
I’ve been worried about you!” Wu picked Ayame up and hugged her. “Ooh daddy is saying bad
words!” Luiza said. “YOU MOTHER ” Bakura was yelling. “YOU’RE A ” Atemu yelled back. “ SON
OF A ” “ FOR BRAINS!” “Will you both shut up there children here!” Wu yelled.  “Mummy what does
mean?” Luiza asked her mother. “OK that’s it!” Wu grabbed Bakura by the ear and tugged him away.
“Ow ow ow ow ow!” Eliza did the same for Atemu. “Ow ow ow ow ow!” “ See you later Wu” Eliza said.
“Yeah” Wu dragged Bakura back to their house and put Ayame to bed. “Can I see Luiza tomorrow?”
“Um….Ayame, Luiza’s daddy and your daddy have got….. Problems with each other so you can’t see
her for a while” “When can I?” “NEVER!” Bakura yelled from the other room. “Shut up!” Wu yelled
back. “Can I still be friends with Luiza?” Ayame asked. “I don’t know, I don’t think so” “Aww” Ayame
started to cry. “Even if your dad and hers was friends, you still couldn’t be. She’s a princess and
you’re a villager” “It’s not fair” “I know, try and get some sleep” Luiza was upset because her mother
told her the same thing Wu told Ayame. It’s not fair! Why do I have to be a princess and hardly have
any friends! Ayame is the only friend I have. “YOU’RE AN IDIOT!” Wu yelled at Bakura when Ayame
was asleep. “Not my fault that bloody pharaohs a moron!” “Ayame think that she and the princess are
still going to be best friends” “HA!” “Shut up!” “Whatev- hey wait a minute! How do you and the queen
know each other!” “Well I see her in the market sometimes and when you and the Pharaoh have
swearing matches me and her have tea and biscuits J” “WTF!” “Hehe” “I don’t know how I ended up
with you!” “Because you love me, hehe” Wu hugged Bakura. “Get off!” “No!” “Why can’t you let
Luiza and Wu’s daughter be friends?” Eliza asked Atemu. “You no why!” “Yeah, but it’s got nothing to
do with Ayame and Luiza does it?” “So?” “Your not upsetting Bakura and he’s not upsetting you! Your
both upsetting your children” “…….” “Luiza is upset and I’m sure that Ayame girl is as well” “Yeah, but
keep the kids away, I don’t have to see Bakura and he don’t have to see me” “Oh your such a baby!”



3 - kek

“Yeah what happen with you and the pharaoh then? Who won the swearing contest?” Malik asked
Bakura. “Nobody because SOMEONE tore it apart” “Did you use the ear pulling trick to break it apart”
Blair asked Wu. “Yeah, Eliza did as well” “Hang on what does the queen look like?” Malik asked.
“She’s got blonde hair, why?” Wu said. “I think that’s the dog that sold me my cell phone, can’t heard
a thing on that every time I try and talk on it I just hear kkkkkkkkggggggggkkkk!” “Yeah well you should
get a new one because you’re driving me crazy with that, trying to nick mine!” “Your friends with
Luiza?” Kek, Malik and Blair’s son asked Ayame. “Yeah, I can’t be her friend anymore because my
dad isn’t friends with hers”  “I know Luiza” “How?” “She’s my girlfriend” “How is she your parent
hate hers more then mine” “We meet in a secret hiding place” “Where?” “Around the back of the
palaces is a oasis, nobody ever goes around there so it’s safe”  “OK” “It would be a good palace for
friends to hang around” “How do you arrange meetings?” “I’ll tell you what, come to the oasis then at
around 2:00 and me and Luiza will be there” “OK”  “Good” “Your not gonna kiss or hug are you”
“Maybe” “Well don’t think I’m gonna look” “Good!” “I don’t think the queen is not that bag it’s the
flipping Pharaoh I think annoys me” Balir said to Wu. “Yeah, he keeps forgetting everything” “ You
heard about Kisara?” “No what about her?” “I heard a rumour that she’s having a baby again” “Isn’t
one enough?” “Not for her” “I bet she wants 11” “Hehe!” “I say we use a chainsaw” Malik said. “I still
like shotgun” “Or both!” “Yeah” “Do you think the Pharaoh has forgot about us?” “I heard he has the
memory span of a goldfish” “And that is?” “2 Seconds” “Hehe, yeah he probably does” “Oh yeah
Malik have you been sleepwalking?” Blair asked. “I dunno” “Why was there a load of tires in the
kitchen today?” “I dunno” “You have been sleepwalking and you have been taking our neighbours
tires” “I might, I dream I’m in the army and you need to exercise with tires in it” “Why tires?” “You
ever picked up a tire?” “No” “There heavy” “Oi!” A man yelled and he came running. “Who are you?”
Blair asked. “I’m Bakura and Wu’s landlord!” “Yeah what do you want?” Bakura asked. “You know
damn well what a want, I want those flipping monkeys off of my property!” “There not ours” Wu said.
“What do you mean they aren’t yours? There’s 3 feet of monkey down there!” “There not ours, we
train them to use the toilets” Bakura said. “I don’t want no flipping monkeys using my toilets!” “ Yeah,
everything’s covered” “It better be or I’m calling my lawyer!” “Yeah sure OK” The landlord walked off.
“Moron” “WTF was that about?” Blair said. “Monkeys” Laughed Malik. “Well we got to go now” Wu
said. “OK at 2:00 tomorrow” Ayame said to Kek. “OK” “See you then” “Bye”



4 - penny!

“Hey mum I’m going to go play with Kek for a while ok?” Ayame said to her mother. “OK” “Yay”
Ayame ran down to the oasis because she was already late. When she got there Luiza and Kek where
sitting on the sand next to each other looking at the small lake that lead to the Nile. “Luiza!” Ayame
yelled. Luiza got up and ran to Ayame, they both hugged each other laughing and crying. “It’s been
ages since I saw you” Ayame said. “My dad has been keeping me in just in case I had to jump out my
window” Luiza said.  “Hi Ayame” Kek said. “Hi” “Do you come meet here every week then?” “Yeah,
sort of I guess” “That was funny when you Dad and mine were using them words” Luiza said. “Yeah,
they didn’t say it right you don’t say beep like beep you say beeeeeep” “Hehe” Luiza, Ayame and Kek
played in the oasis for a while. “I want to get something to eat on the way home but I need a penny, do
you two have one?” Kek said. “No” Ayame said. “Nope sorry” Luiza said.  Luiza and Ayame played
sandcastles while Kek crawled around the sand looking for a penny. He was about to give up with he
saw a bronze circle. “What is it Kek?” Ayame said. “IT’S A PENNY!” Kek yelled. “Good for you”
Ayame said. Kek dusted it but it wasn’t a penny it was a very rusty 5p. “WTF!” Kek yelled throwing the
coin away. “I think I have a penny” Luiza said, she looked in her pocket and brought out a shiny penny.
“Gimme that beeping penny!” “OK OK”  “What’s going on?” A voice said. “Oh no it’s one of the
palace guards” Luiza said. “Luiza duck under the lake” “OK” Luiza ran and jumped into the lake.
“What are you two kids screaming about?” The guard yelled. “Nothing” Kek said. “You were
screaming about pennies!” “So we was playing the penny game” “And that is?” “Where you got to
keep yelling penny and if you don’t you get hit by one” Ayame said “Stupid game, for stupid children”
The guard muttered and walked off. When he was gone Luiza jumped up gasping for breath. “You
OK?” Ayame said. “I’ll live” “The sun is setting we all better go home now” “Yeah, I’ll see you both
next week” Ayame said. They all went the different ways home. That’s for this I got bored so I added
the penny thing ¬_¬



5 - beep-a-lot

WARING! This chapter contain the repeated use of the f-word!  Ayame, Luiza and Kek kept going to the
oasis every week for 2 years, until one day Blair and Malik went to go get Kek, Wu and Bakura went to
get Ayame and Eliza and Atemu went to get Luiza from the oasis. They all met up on the way. “Where
the hell are you going?” Atemu said. “Mind your business!” Malik said. “We are going to the oasis to
get Ayame” Wu muttered to Eliza. “Really? We’re going to get Luiza from there” They all went to the
oasis, Atemu, Bakura and Malik was screaming at each other while Blair, Wu and Eliza talked. Luiza,
Ayame and Kek didn’t notice their parents coming. “Kek! Come on we’ve got to go” Blair said to Kek.
“Um….ok” Kek said. The children thought it was a bit weird that their mothers didn’t seem to care they
where with each other. Atemu, Malik and Bakura were still yelling at each other. “Shut up fat boy!”
Atemu yelled. “Don’t call me fat you fracking loser!” Bakura yelled. “Bakura did you just say the
f-word” Wu said, picking Ayame up. “Loser?” “No, she’s talking about frack, you can’t say frack in
front of little kids you fracking fat @$$” Atemu said. “Atemu!” Eliza yelled. “Why the frack not?” Malik
said. “Malik!” Blair yelled. “It don’t hurt anybody, frack, frackey, frack, frack, frack” Bakura said.
“Bakura!” Wu yelled.  “How would like to get your head rip off” Atemu said. “How would you like to
suck my dad” Malik said. “What did you just say!” “I said how would you like to suck my dad Mr.
Pharaoh” “OK that’s it, I’m got to here! Come on Eliza” “I’ll see you another time then” Eliza said to
Wu and Blair. “I can’t believe you said that” Blair to Malik. “That was so fracking funny!” Bakura said.
“It was not shut up!” Wu said. “Did you here all the words they was saying” Ayame said. “Yeah!” Kek
said. Blair, Malik, Wu and Bakura stayed on the oasis for a few hours. Ayame and Kek swam in the lake
while the parents sat on the sand.  “How are we going to see Luiza now” Ayame said to Kek. “ I don’t
know” “There must be some way” “Yeah” That’s all I can be bothered to do I got all that f-word stuff
from south park ^_^  



6 - end

Anzu is in this chapter >.> “Bi mum, I’m going to play out ok?” Ayame said. “OK” Wu said. Ayame
and Kek hadn’t seen Luiza in ages, they hadn’t given up trying to meet her. Thank Ra I got the whole
house to myself, yippee! No idiot or child to bother me how could it get any better then this. “Hi Wu”
Bakura came in through the door. “Hi Bakura” Wu muttered annoyed that she only had the house to her
self for about 5 seconds. “I was walking back with Malik and this girl came up and she smiled at me and
talked to me” “Why should I care? I don’t care” “OK? But you don’t need to get all def-“ “I’m not
getting defensive! Why should I care about some gay girl that talked to you?” “Anyway I knew you’d be
annoyed so I told her to get lost but she started talking to Malik” “Blair’s not going to like that”
“Anyway he told her to get lost and she ran towards the palace” “I am not listening!” Blair said to Malik,
he told the same thing Bakura told Wu to Blair. “Well you should” “Blablablabla” “Oh why do I bloody
bother” “Whatever!” “I think it might be that princess girl whose family has come to see the Pharaoh or
something” “Really?” “Well she did run toward the palace and she’s got more gold then Wu or Bakura
could ever steal” “Well anyway I got to go” Bakura said to Wu. “Why? Where you going?” “Me and
Malik are off to annoy the Pharaoh” “Take me with you” “Why?” “I just want to come” “Whatever,
what about Ayame?” “She can come” “Fine” Bakura, Wu and Ayame left the house and met up with
Malik who had Blair and Kek with him. “They wanted to come for Ra knows what” Malik said. “Yeah
same here” “There you go Ayame you can hang around with Kek” Wu said. “You only coming to sort of
that annoying princess girl” Blair said. “Yeah, she better be there or else this is a big waste of time”
They all went to the palace and bust the doors to the throne room open, Wu and Blair ran up the stairs to
try and find Eliza. They got to the top and saw Eliza trying to smash a door open with an axe. “I know
your in there you dog! I’ll rip you head off!” She yelled. “Go away!” A girl wailed inside the room. “I’m
guessing that’s the princess girl in there” “Yep” “What’s her name?” Wu said. “Anzu!” Eliza hissed
still trying to break the door. “Let me show you how it’s done” Blair said, grabbing the axe she bust the
door right open. “Pick a body part everyone” Blair said. “I want the face!” Eliza said. “I’ll just stand
around and steal stuff don’t mind me” Wu said. After the fight over Anzu was dead and the room was
covered in blood. “I think you over done it” Wu said. “Ah don’t matter. Anyway you’re the one with the
sack full of gold the size of a palace” Blair said. “Hehe” Eliza giggled. They went back downstairs. “Hey
Mom I can see Luiza again!” Kek said to Blair. “What?” “We’re gonna let Kek hang around with Luiza
same with Ayame to get the Pharaoh annoyed” Malik said. “I still don’t get it” Bakura said. “Atem are
you letting Luiza see Kek and Ayame?” Eliza asked Atem then they all had left. “Yeah, it’ll get them
two pissed” “No it won’t” “Yeah it will” “Can’t you be a normal Pharaoh and get your guards to just
beat ‘em” “That’s to easy, there’s no fun in that” Anyways Kek and Ayame got to see Luiza. That’s the
end I’m hungry where the hells me damn pizza!
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